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# MetLib Learning Circle Workshop: Libraries as Learning Grounds for Convivencia

## Convivência Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attentiveness and curiosity</th>
<th>Care for the life of the city</th>
<th>Worldliness</th>
<th>Aversion to the pleasures of hating</th>
<th>Building a home in a landscape of division</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Note: The table above lists different skills related to convivência.*
Library as a diverse cultures hub – main activities

- Active cooperation with more than 20 embassies and foreign cultural centres located in Belgrade
- Provision of special spaces, such as the American Corner, with unique collections and diverse programming activities
- Formation of foreign language book collections, such as the Chinese culture collection
- Strategic collaboration with foreign libraries through program exchanges
- Events dedicated to the cultures of other countries
- Cooperation with CSOs / NGOs that promote other cultures
- Exhibitions of foreign artists and exhibitions showcasing other cultures in BCL galleries
- Tourist information point
- Worldwide displays of the exhibitions highlighting the works of prominent Serbian writers, which the BCL produced
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